184	ALL ABOUT THE BABY
of. What more humanitarian service than for some one to go to
the poor mother of this child and show her the great advantage
and relief of having baby put off by himself on a scrubbed back
porch, well fenced in, alone with his toys, or in a good-sized pen
in the back yard over a clean rug, or even in a room with the
floor cleaned especially for his occupancy, no one allowed in the
room except baby, who appears as monarch of all he surveys!
Talking. Baby begins during this period to say syllables,
and many of them seem to be words, Foncl father and mother
insist that their baby of seven months talks, and maybe he does,
although his first forming of the sounds "ma ma," uda da," prob-
ably mean little if anything more to him than any of the sounds
that he has been making before. However, mother's and father's
response to these charming efforts of baby's to talk is such that
it is not long until he does begin to associate these words in a
definite way with the individuals who respond to them so de-
lightfully. Before the first year is over many a baby will really
be saying "bye-bye" and a few of the more simple words. Baby
will also during this period learn to reach his arms to be taken,
to wave his hand bye-bye, to pat-a-cake, and perhaps to throw a
kiss and play peekaboo. Anyway, he begins to respond in an
imitative way to the things that he sees others do. A little effort
in training will result in baby's doing such things as these
much earlier than is often the case. But this should not be
overdone.
Cutting Teeth* Baby will be cutting some teeth during
these months. And, as we have said in chapter 22, this process
need cause no trouble either for baby or for those who are re-
sponsible for his care. It is a perfectly normal process, and
though he may bite his gums and possibly show a little sign of
irritation, there will be nothing of a serious nature resulting
purely from the teething process. If baby is sick, there is some-
thing more to blame than simply the fact that he is cutting teeth.
The first teeth appear at any time from six to ten months,
and are usually the two lower central incisor?. Next, about two
months later, come the four upper central incisors. At a year
or soon after come the two lower lateral incisors and the "eye"
and "stomach" teeth.

